Titus: #2 (Luna Lodge)

Kate Walker has had her fill of men. Her
ex only used her to get to her best friend,
and now her new boss seems to go out of
his way to tick her off. It doesnt help that
hes drop-dead gorgeous and built like a
god. She just cant deal with his hot and
cold attitude.
As the leader of the
genetically engineered hybrids of Luna
Lodge, Titus knows getting too close to
mouthy Kate isnt really a good idea. Too
bad he cant seem to get away from her or
get her out of his head. Everything about
her keeps drawing them together, and his
ability to resist her is weakening daily.
Their shared attraction is put to the test
when the dangerous Horatius Group makes
its latest move against their former
property, Titus and his fellow hybrids.
When Kate is caught in the struggle, Titus
will have to face a living nightmare or risk
losing her forever.
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